RESOLUTION NO. 15-63
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MALIBU
APPROVING LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM AMENDMENT NO. 12-001,
AMENDING THE LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM, LAND USE PLAN TO
DELETE LAND USE PLAN POLICY 2.78, AMEND LAND USE PLAN
CHAPTER 5 (LAND USE DESIGNATIONS) FOR THE MALIBU COAST
ESTATE SUBDIVISION, LOCATED AT 24120 PACIFIC COAST
HIGHWAY (4458-018-019, 4458-018-018 AND 4458-018-002), ALSO
KNOWN AS THE CRUMMER SITE SUBDIVISION PROJECT, IN THE
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT LAND USE DESIGNATION (PCH PROJECT
OWNER, LLC).
The City Council of the City of Malibu does hereby find, order, and resolve as
follows:
SECTION 1. Recitals.
A.
On December 6, 2007, Robert Gold, on behalf of PCH Project Owner LLC
submitted Coastal Development Permit (CDP) No. 07-144, Vesting Tentative Tract Map
(VTTM) No. 07-033, Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA) No. 12-001, Zoning
Text Amendment (ZTA) No. 12-00 1 to the Planning Department for review. The
applications were routed for review to the City Biologist, City Geologist, City
Environmental Health Administrator, City Public Works Department and the Los
Angeles County Fire Department (LACFD) for Local Coastal Program (LCP) and Malibu
Municipal Code (MMC) conformance review.
B.
On June 2, 2008, a Notice of Coastal Development Permit was posted on the
subject property.
C.
On July 28, 2008, the City Council approved a contract with The Planning
Center to initiate work on the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for
the proposed project.
D.
On September 30, 2008, the City published a Notice of Preparation (NOP) and
Initial Study for the project. The 30-day circulation period was extended for two weeks
and ran from September 30, 2008 through November 7, 2008. The initial study
determined that an EIR would be the appropriate of environmental document to address
potential environmental impacts resulting from proposed project implementation.
E.
On October 2, 2008, the City held a public scoping meeting regarding the
preparation of the EIR.
F.
From 2009 through 2010, the project was placed on hold at the applicant’s
request. In January 2012, the applicant informed staff that the project could resume.
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G.
On April 16, 2012, story poles were placed on the project site to demonstrate
the location, height, mass and bulk of the five proposed single-family residences and
accessory structures. The placement of the story poles was certified by a professional
land surveyor.
H.
On May 10, 2012, a Notice of Preparation and Initial Study (2012 Initial
Study) for the project was published to reestablish baseline conditions due to the lapse in
time. The 30-day circulation period ran from May 10, 2012, through June 11, 2012.
I.
On June 7, 2012, due to the lapse in time, the City held a second public
scoping meeting regarding the preparation of the EIR
J.
On March 20, 2013, story poles were repaired and re-installed due to damage
from the winds. The placement of the story poles was re-certified by a professional land
surveyor on April 13, 2013.
K.
On April 5, 2013, due to the lapse in time, a second Notice of Coastal
Development Permit was posted on the subject property.
L.
On April 13, 2013, the City and the Governor’s Office of Planning and
Research distributed the Draft EIR to interested parties and responsible agencies fora 45day public review period, April 3, 2013 through May 20, 2013 (State Clearinghouse No.
2008091155). The City received written responses to the NOP from the following
agencies: Department of Fish and Wildlife, the Native American Heritage Commission,
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority County of Los Angeles Department of Public
Works and the LACFD Land Development Unit.
M.
On April 23, 2013, the Environmental Review Board /Subdivision Review
Committee reviewed the proposed project and made recommendations. All feasible
recommendations have been incorporated into the final project.
N.
From June 2013 through November 2013, the EIR consultant worked on
responding to comments received during the 45-day public review period and prepared a
Final EIR. The Final EIR responds to the comments received on the Draft EIR and
proposes text revisions to the Draft EIR.
0.
On November 7, 2013, a Notice of Planning Commission Public Hearing was
published in a newspaper of general circulation within the City of Malibu and mailed to
owners and occupants within 1,000 feet radius of the project site and to interested parties,
regional, state and federal agencies.
P.

On December 13, 2013, the Final EIR was made available.
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Q.
On December 20, 2013, an errata to the Final EIR was made available.
Response to Comments on the Draft EIR was circulated to all of those who submitted
comments as well to interested parties.
R.

On January 6, 2014, a second errata to the Final EIR was made available.

S.
On January 6, 2014, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public
hearing on the LCPA No. 12-001 and ZTA No. 12-001, reviewed and considered the
Final EIR, agenda report, reviewed and considered written reports, public testimony, and
other information in the record. The Planning Commission adopted Planning
Commission Resolution Nos. 14-01 and 14-02 but took no action on CDP Nos. 07-145
through 07-149 (Lots 1-5), requiring the applicant return to the Planning Commission
once complete plans have been submitted for CDP Nos. 07-145 through 07-149 (Lots 15) and re-story pole the structures proposed in CDP Nos. 07-145 and 07-146 (Lots 1-2).
T.
On January 30, 2014, a Notice of City Council Public Hearing was published
in a newspaper of general circulation within the City of Malibu and was mailed to all
property owners and occupants within a 500 foot radius of the subject property and to
interested parties, regional, state and federal agencies.
U.
On February 24, 2014, the City Council held a duly noticed public hearing on
the subject application, reviewed and considered the staff report, reviewed and
considered written reports, public testimony, and other information in the record.
V.
On February 12, 2015, the California Coastal Commission held a public
hearing to consider the proposed Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA).
W.
On April 2, 2014, the City submitted its LCPA to the CCC. The CCC staff
deemed the application complete on June 6, 2014.
X.
On August 12, 2015, the California Coastal Commission held a public hearing
to consider the proposed Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA). After hearing all
of the testimony regarding the LCPA, the Commission adopted the City of Malibu LCP
Amendment LCP-4-MAL-14-0408-1 subject to three suggested modifications consistent
with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Y.
On August 16, 2015, the City received the CCC Resolution of Certification,
dated August 14, 2015.
Z.
On September 3, 2015, a Notice of City Council Public Hearing to be held on
September 28, 2015, was published in a newspaper of general circulation within the City
and was mailed to all interested parties; regional, state and federal agencies affected by
the amendments; local libraries and media; and the CCC.
AA.

On September 28, 2015, the City Council held a duly noticed public hearing.
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SECTION 2. Environmental Review.
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public
Resources Code Section 21080.9, CEQA does not apply to activities and approvals by the
City as necessary for the preparation and adoption of a Local Coastal Program
Amendment (LCPA). The application is for an amendment to the LCP, which must be
certified by the California Coastal Commission before it takes effect. LIP Section 1.3.1
states that the provisions of the LCP take precedence over any conflict between the LCP
and the Zoning Ordinance. In order to prevent an inconsistency between the LCP and the
City’s Zoning Ordinance, if the LCPA is approved, the City must also approve the
corollary amendments to the Zoning Ordinance. Without waiving the CEQA exemption
referenced above, the City prepared an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the
Project that analyzed the LCPA and related Zoning Text Amendment together with the
proposed subdivision and new development, including the construction of five new
single-family residences and associated development. A Draft EIR was prepared for the
Project and circulated for public review from April 3, 2013 through May 20, 2013. A
Final EIR was prepared and made available to the public on December 13, 2013. The
Final EIR was certified by the City Council on February 24, 2014, in accordance with the
requirements of Section 15090 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Public Resources Code Section 21166 specifies when a subsequent or
supplemental EIR is required and the CEQA Guidelines provide that the standards in
Public Resources Code §21166 apply after an EIR has been certified for a project.
Coastal Commission Modification No. 1, which modified the definition of the PD
designation, and Coastal Commission Modification No. 3, which added the “Malibu
Coast Estate Planned Development Map 1” to the LIP, merely provide additional clarity
to the LUP and LIP, and do not result in any new or changed environmental impacts.
Coastal Commission Modification No. 2 modifies development standards
contained in the LIP to further limit the scope of the Project from that analyzed in the
EIR. Specifically, these modifications (1) reduced the maximum height of the residences
on Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 to 18 feet (Lot 2 was previously limited to a maximum height of 18
feet); (2) reduced the maximum height of the easternmost approximately 2,500 square
feet of the residence on Lot 2 by 3 feet (from 18 to 15 feet) and shifted the pool and patio
approximately on Lot 2 twelve feet closer to the residence; (3) reduced the maximum
height of the southwest corner of the residence on Lot 5 by 3 feet (from 18 to 15 feet) and
shifted the pool, patio, and cabana approximately on Lot 5 ten feet to the east and six feet
closer to the residence; (4) reduced the size of each residence from an allowable total
development square footage (TDSF) of 11,172 square feet to between 9,434 square feet
and 10,990 square feet, (5) shifted the guest house on Lot 1 closer to the residence, (6)
incorporated a four foot high berm along the eastern edge of Lots 1 and 2, which will
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give the appearance of a natural-looking extension of the bluff slopes and help further
minimize views of the structures from public viewing areas to the east and southeast,
particularly the Civic Center area, (7) relocated the entry gate and guardhouse further
away from the public park and reduced the size and height of the guardhouse from 280
square feet and 16.5 feet to 180 square feet and 12 feet; (8) increased the size of the open
space conservation easement area by approximately 1.4 acres; (9) modified the
landscaping plan to reduce the maximum height of proposed site landscaping from thirtyfive (35) feet to twenty-five (25) feet ; and (10) required that landscaping and trees be
selected, sited and maintained to not exceed 25 feet. Coastal Commission Modification
No. 2 also made other minor changes to further reduce visual impacts, ensure the
provision of adequate parking, and to provide additional clarity to the development
standards.
Based on the above information and the evidence in the record, the City Council
finds that the Suggested Modifications to the LCPA will not create new or substantially
increased environmental effects not identified in the previously certified Final EIR or
result in a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant impacts;
there have been no substantial changes with respect to the circumstances under which the
Project will be undertaken; and there is no new information that shows that the Suggested
Modifications to the LCPA will cause new significant environmental impacts that were
not already analyzed in the previously certified Final EIR. All mitigation measures
required for the approved Project will continue to be implemented for the modified
Project, and no new or revised mitigation measures are required. All of the foregoing
modifications to the Project have the effect of reducing further the already less than
significant impacts on visual resources.
Therefore, the Suggested Modifications to the LCPA approved by the City
Council will not require major revisions or changes to the Final EIR, and the analyses
conducted and the conclusions reached in the previously certified Final EIR, certified on
February 24, 2014, remain valid, and pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162 and
15163, no supplemental environmental review is required or warranted for the Suggested
Modifications to the LCPA.
On February 24, 2014, the City Council approved the LCPA for the Project. On
August 12, 2015, the Coastal Commission approved the LCPA with the following
modifications (together, the Suggested Modifications): (i) revisions to the definition of
the Planned Development (PD) designation contained in the Land Use Plan (LUP)
(Coastal Commission Modification No. 1); (ii) revisions to certain PD District
development standards contained in the Local Implementation Plan (LIP) to further
reduce visual impacts of the Project (Coastal Commission Modification No. 2); and (iii)
adding the “Malibu Coast Estate Planned Development Map 1” to the LIP (Coastal
Commission Modification No. 3).
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The Coastal Commission Suggested Modifications to the LCPA are subject to
review and approval by the City Council, which must find that the modifications are
consistent with the Coastal Act and the Malibu Local Coastal Program (LCP).
Coastal Act Section 30251, which is incorporated into the LCP, requires that
“permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect views to and along the
ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.”
The LCP contains policies that require that new development be sited and
designed to minimize adverse impacts on scenic resources from scenic roads or public
viewing areas to the maximum extent feasible. The following LCP policies and
requirements with respect to the protection of scenic resources are applicable to the
Project:
LUP Policy 6.1
The Santa Monica Mountains, including the City, contain scenic areas ofregional
and national importance. The scenic and visual qualities of these areas shall be
protected and~ where feasible, enhanced.
LUP Policy 6.2
Places on and along public roads, trails, parklands, and beaches that offer scenic
vistas are considered public viewing areas. Existing public roads where there are
views of the ocean and other scenic areas are considered Scenic Roads. Public
parklands and riding and hiking trails which contain public viewing areas are
shown on the LUP Park Map. The LUP Public Access Map shows public beach
parks and other beach areas accessible to the public that serve as public viewing
areas.
LUP Policy 6,4
Places on, along, within, or visible from scenic roads, trails, beaches, parkiands
and state waters that offer scenic vistas of the beach and ocean, coastline,
mountains, canyons and other unique natural features are considered Scenic
Areas. Scenic Areas do not include inland areas that are largely developed or
built out such as residential subdivisions along the coastal terrace, residential
development inland of Birdview Avenue and Chffside Drive on Point Dume, or
existing commercial development within the Civic Center and along Pacific Coast
Highway east ofMalibu Canyon Road.
LUP Policy 6.5 and LIP Section 6.5(A)(1)
New development shall be sited and designed to minimize adverse impacts’ on
scenic areas visible from scenic roads or public viewing areas to the maximum
feasible extent. If there is no feasible building site location on the proposed
project site where development would not be visible, then the development shall
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be sited and designed to minimize impacts on scenic areas visible from scenic
highways or public viewing areas, through measures including, but not limited to,
siting development in the least visible portion of the site, breaking up the mass of
new structures, designing structures to blend into the natural hillside setting,
restricting the building maximum size, reducing maximum height standards,
clustering development, minimizing grading, incorporating landscape elements,
and where appropriate, berm ing.
LIP Section 6.5(A)(2-4)
2. Where there is no feasible alternative that is not visible from scenic highways
or public viewing areas, the development area shall be restricted to minimize
adverse impacts on views from scenic highways or public viewing areas.
3. Avoidance of impacts to visual resources through site selection and design
alternatives is the preferred method over landscape screening. Landscape
screening, as mitigation of visual impacts shall not substitute for project
alternatives including resiting, or reducing the height or bulk ofstructures.
4. New developmenr~, including a building pad~ ~fprovidec~ shall be sited on the
flattest area of the project site, except where there is an alternative location
that would be more protective ofvisual resources or ESHA.
Coastal Commission Modification No. 1, which modified the definition of the
Planned Development (PD) designation, and Coastal Commission Modification No. 3,
which added the “Malibu Coast Estate Planned Development Map 1” to the LIP, provide
additional clarity to the LUP and LIP, and do not impact or relate to any LUP policies or
LIP requirements.
In response to comments made by Coastal Commissioners at the February 12,
2015, hearing and based on subsequent consultations with Coastal Commission staff, the
applicant, PCH Project Owner, LLC, prepared a revised plan for the Project that: (1)
reduced the height of the residences on Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 to 18 feet (Lot 2 was
previously limited to a maximum height of 18 feet); (2) reduced the height of the
easternmost approximately 2,500 square feet of the residence by 3 feet on Lot 2 (from 18
to 15 feet) and shifted the pool and patio approximately 12 feet closer to the residence on
Lot 2; (3) reduced the height of the southwest corner of the residence by 3 feet on Lot 5
(from 18 to 15 feet) and shifted the pooi, patio, and cabana approximately ten feet to the
east and six feet closer to the residence on Lot 5; (4) reduced the size of each residence
from an allowable total development square footage (TDSF) of 11,172 square feet to
between 9,434 square feet and 10,990 square feet, (5) shifted the guest house on Lot 1
closer to the residence, (6) incorporated a four foot high berm along the eastern edge of
Lots 1 and 2, which will give the appearance of a natural-looking extension of the bluff
slopes and help further minimize views of the structures from public viewing areas to the
east and southeast, particularly the Civic Center area, (7) relocated the entry gate and
guardhouse further away from the public park and reduced the size and height of the
guardhouse from 280 square feet and 16.5 feet to 180 square feet and 12 feet; (8)
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increased the size of the open space conservation easement area by approximately 1.4
acres; and (9) modified the landscaping plan to reduce the maximum height of proposed
site landscaping. At the its August 12, 2015, hearing, the Coastal Commission also
approved an additional Suggested Modification to require that landscaping and trees be
selected, sited and maintained to not exceed 25 feet.
All of the development standards described above are incorporated in the LCPA
with the Suggested Modifications to further limit the scope of the Project and further
minimize the impact of the Project on scenic resources from the development standards
previously approved by the City Council on February 24, 2014.
The applicant submitted a report entitled “Malibu Coast Estate: Additional Visual
Simulations” dated June 17, 2015, prepared by Scott Johnson, which includes visual
simulations of the Project, modified in accordance with the Suggested Modifications
described above. The report includes visual simulations or the Project as seen from
scenic areas and public viewing areas in Bluffs Park, Malibu Canyon Road, Pacific Coast
Highway, Legacy Park, Surfrider Beach, Malibu Colony Beach, Malibu Pier and the
Civic Center. The applicant also submitted additional visual simulations from the same
locations to the Coastal Commission on July 31, 2015, which depict the berm along Lots
1 and 2 and the reduction of the height of portions of the residences on Lots 2 and 5. The
June 17, 2015, report and the additional visual simulations are included in the record
before the City Council. The report and the visual simulations support the conclusion
that the Project will not have a significant effect on scenic resources.
In approving the LCPA with the Suggested Modifications, the City Council finds
that these changes to the Project will significantly reduce the overall profile of the Project
and minimize views of the Project from public viewing locations, and that even with
changes to the footprints of the residences on Lots 1, 3, 4, and 5 resulting from the
reduction in allowable height, that the revised design on those Lots will not significantly
increase the perceived mass or bulk of the Project as seen from the identified scenic areas
and public viewing areas. Further, the City Council finds that, with the LCPA and the
Suggested Modifications: (i) views of the beach, ocean or coastline from portions of
Malibu Canyon Road will not be significantly impacted by the Project; (ii) the Project
will not significantly impact views of any beach, ocean, coastline, significant mountain or
other unique natural feature from scenic roads, including Pacific Coast Highway and
Malibu Canyon Road; (iii) the Project will not interfere with views of any beach, ocean,
coastline, significant mountain or other unique natural feature from the public viewing
areas within Bluffs Park; (iv) the Project will not interfere with any significant public
views of the beach, ocean coast or mountains from the vantage points within Bluffs Park;
and (v) the changes to Lots 1 through 5 and the addition of the berm will serve to
significantly minimize views of the Project from the downcoast public viewing locations.
Therefore, based on evidence in the record, the City Council hereby finds that the
LCPA previously approved by the City Council on February 24, 2014, together with the
Suggested Modifications, meet the requirements of, and are in conformance with the
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policies and requirements of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act and the LCP, in that
the Project has been designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal
areas and minimize adverse impacts on scenic areas visible from scenic roads and public
viewing areas to the maximum feasible extent, through measures including, but not
limited to, siting development in the least visible portion of the site, breaking up the mass
of the new structures, restricting the maximum size of the structures, reducing the
maximum allowable height, clustering the development, minimizing grading,
incorporating landscape elements and a berm.
SECTION 3. Local Coastal Program Amendments.
LCPA No. 12-001 includes amendments to the Local Coastal Program Land
Implementation Plan. Related amendments to Title 17 (Zoning) of the MMC and Local
Coastal Plan Implementation Plan are included in Ordnance No. 398. The City Council
hereby amends the Land Use Plan as follows.
A. Chapter 2 (Public Access and Recreation), Section C (Land Use Plan Policies)
is hereby amended to read as follows:
2.78

RESERVE

B. Land Use Plan Chapter 5, Section C.2 (Land Use Designations) is hereby
amended to read as follows:
PLANNED DEVELOPMENT (PD): The PD designation is a specially
tailored land use designation with a corresponding zoning district that
establishes zoning regulations and sets specific development standards for
a specific planned development. The PD designation is intended as a
unique zoning tool to encourage innovation in development concepts, land
use mixes and site designs on the approximately 24-acre Crummer Trust
property located east of Malibu Bluffs State Park and south of Pacific
Coast Highway (APNs 4458-018-019, 4458-018-002, and 4458-018-018).
NOTE: The owner of the Crummer Trust Site as of the date of the Coastal
Commission’s action on LCP Amendment No. LCP-4-MAL-14-0408-1
(“Applicant”) has entered into an agreement with the Coastal Commission
and funded an associated escrow account, thereby committing to pay an
in-lieu fee to the Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority for
use in developing lower cost visitor accommodations, to be released upon
Applicant’s securing of entitlements to subdivide and to develop the site
consistent with this revised definition of the PD designation above.
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SECTION 4. Local Coastal Program Amendment Findings
A. Based on evidence in the whole record, the City Council hereby finds that the
proposed amendments meet the requirements of, and is in conformance with the policies
and requirements of Chapter 3 of the California Coastal Act. Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act
states that any new development must not impede or adversely impact public access to
the beach, must protect marine resources and scenic views, and must not significantly
disrupt environmentally sensitive habitat areas. The proposed amendments eliminate an
outdated LUP Policy that reflects the Coastal Commission’s knowledge of discussions
between the City, Department of State Parks and the property owner regarding the
transfer of two existing baseball fields from State-owned property to the subject property
when the Malibu LCP was being drafted in 2002. In 2006, after the City assumed
ownership of the property containing the two ball fields, LUP Policy 2.78 became
obsolete because the ball fields were no longer on State property and an agreement was
no longer necessary; as a result, LUP Policy 2.78 is now obsolete. There are no impacts
on public access to the beach, marine resources, scenic views, or environmentally
sensitive habitat areas as a result of these changes.
B. The proposed amendments do not involve a zone change; the existing PD
zoning designation remains. The proposed text amendment overall is consistent with the
LCP and Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
SECTION 5. Approval of Resolution No. 15-63 and Repeal of Resolution No. 14-13
Based on the evidence in the record, the City council hereby adopts LCPA No. 12001 amending the LUP as modified by the CCC. Resolution No. 14-13 is hereby
repealed and any amendments to the LUP authorized by Resolution No. 14-13 are
superseded by the amendments set forth in Section 4 of this Resolution.
A. Pursuant to the CCC’s Administrative Regulations Section 13544.5, the LCPA
certification shall not be deemed final and effective until all of the following occur: 1) the
City Council: a) acknowledges receipt of the CCC’s Resolution of Certification,
including any terms or modifications suggested for final certification; b) accepts and
agrees to any such terms and modifications and takes whatever formal action is required
to satisfy the terms and modifications; and c) agrees to issue coastal development permits
for the total area included in the certified LCP; 2) the Executive Director of the CCC
determines in writing that the City’s action is legally adequate to satisfy any specific
requirements set forth in the CCC’ s certification order and the Director reports the
determination to the CCC at its next regularly scheduled meeting; 3) if the Director finds
that the City’s action does not conform to the CCC’s order, the CCC shall review the City
action as if it were a resubmittal; and 4) notice of the certification shall be filed with the
Secretary of the Resources Agency for posting and inspection.
B.
The City Council acknowledges receipt of the CCC’s modifications to LCPA
No. 12-001. The City Council further accepts and agrees to the modified language
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suggested by the CCC pertaining to the LUP and approves revisions to LCPA No. 12-00 1
without further changes.
C. The City of Malibu agrees to issue coastal development permits for the total
area included in the certified LCP. The proposed amendments to the LUP meet the
requirements of, and are in conformance with the policies and requirements of Chapter 3
of the California Coastal Act to the extent necessary to achieve the basic State goals
specified in Public Resources Code Section 30001.
SECTION 6. Submittal to California Coastal Commission.
The City Council hereby directs staff to submit LCPA 12-00 1 to the CCC for
certification, in conformance with the submittal requirements specified in California
Code of Regulation, Title 14, California Code of Regulations Section 13544.5(a).
SECTION 7. Severability.
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, portion, or phrase of this Ordinance is
for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of any court of any
competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining
sections, subsections, sentences, clauses, portions, or phrases of this Ordinance. The City
Council hereby declares that it would have passed this Ordinance and each and every
section, subsection, sentence, clause, portion, or phrase without regard to whether any
other section, subsection, sentence, clause, portion, or phrase of this Ordinance would be
subsequently declared invalid or unconstitutional.
SECTION 8. Effectiveness.
The LCP amendment approved in this ordinance shall become effective only upon
certification by the CCC of this amendment to the LCP.
SECTION 9. Certification.
The City Clerk shall certify to the passage and adoption of this resolution and enter it
into the book of original resolutions.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this

ATIEST:
LISA POPE, City lerk
(seal)

28th
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APPROVED AS TO FORM:

C

HO IN, Cit~A~~,rney

Any action challenging the final decision of the City made as a result of the public
hearing on this application must be filed within the time limits set forth in Section
1.12.010 of the Malibu Municipal Code and Code of Civil Procedure.

I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION NO. 15-63 was passed and
adopted by the City Council of the City of Malibu at the regular meeting thereof held on
the 28th day of September 2015 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

4
0
0
1

LISA PO?E Ci
(seal)

Councilmembers:

House, La Monte, Peak, Rosenthal

Councilmember:

Sibert

Clerk

